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Charlotte Donvang is a Danish artist established in Southeast Asia. A self-taught painter, she started
her  practice  in  her  young age  as  she’s  born into  an  artists  family.  Charlotte  was rewarded by
painting awards and she has exhibited widely in Southeast Asia. Her works are in private collections
and exhibited numerous time in group shows and solo shows. Since then, she has developed new
skills in different medium like 3D painting, etching, batik…

Charlotte is a self-taught artist, with a solid artistic technique. First of all, she always started a new
artwork with research and preliminary studies. Then when the artwork is done, she thought about a
title and about the artistic mediation for her audiences. In my opinion, Charlotte is an established
artist  and as I said before she has done many solo/ group shows and she is collected by many
private institutions.  On the other hand Charlotte as a self-taught artist, she focuses her practice in
her  favorite  field:  abstract-expressionist  painting  and  my  opinion  about  her  is:  she  is  a  fully
accomplished artist, she has to practice more deeply figurative art. I think that being part of your
MA is an academic challenge that will only make Charlotte's artistic practice more accomplished
and intense.

Charlotte is a full-time artist and she is an important member of the drawing community in Kuala
Lumpur. This MA is a good opportunity for Charlotte to increase her reputation because she did not
have  an  academic  background.  Sometimes  it  could  be  challenging  for  her  to  be  exhibited  or
collected with this lack. The academic background offers by your MA is a good opportunity for her.
She could improve her skills in traditional technique of drawing which is in my mind the starting
point for all painters. Like example, in the XVIIIe century in France with the Académie des Beaux-
Arts et de Sculptures and the courses of nudes painting with the aim of winning the Prix de Rome
allow artists to establish their reputations.

The most of Charlotte's exhibitions have been in Asia, her work has to be confronted with a Western
audience as well as being analyzed by Western art critics to allow her to evolve her art into an
international cultural context and opportunities with the aim to have a much more artistic awareness
and art empowerment. Charlotte has a unique background as she lives in Southeast Asia and has
grown in Denmark. Her background allows her to have an open and critical mind. She is adapts
easily to the international cultural contexts and opportunities.
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